Operative decision making, and patient care are significantly improved by using the ultrasound. This evidence makes necessary to provide a wide and qualified educational offer for surgeons who are interested in getting deeper in the use of ultrasound in their daily practice. For this purpose the I.O.U.S. Course has been thought and established: targets of I.O.U.S. are providing a main course, which could introduce surgeons to the various aspects of surgical ultrasonography, but also offering other courses dedicated to focus on specific use of ultrasound such as the intraoperative use, the use in emergency, the use for guiding interventional procedures, and the endocavitary use. For that, I.O.U.S. is the place where surgeons may focus on physical principles of ultrasound use in clinical practice, could find details on ultrasound equipment, may learn on diagnostic and interventional ultrasound-guided procedures, and could be introduced to the intraoperative use of ultrasound. All this will be done with lectures, live demonstrations and skill sessions involving an outstanding international faculty of specialists in the various fields of ultrasound clinical applications. Better understanding of ultrasound and moreover acquisition of the bases to start their own practice with it is the mission of I.O.U.S., which should allow present and next generation of surgeons to feel the way ultrasound is changing their surgical practice, and to perform safer and more effective surgical procedures.

**WEDNESDAY**
3:00 pm - 6:30 pm Welcome address and course presentation

**THURSDAY**
8:00 am - 1:00 pm Live surgery
1:00 pm - 2:00 pm Lunch
2:00 pm - 7:00 pm Live surgery

**FRIDAY**
8:00 am - 1:00 pm Live surgery
1:00 pm - 2:00 pm Lunch
2:00 pm - 6:00 pm Live Surgery
Conclusions and take-home messages

**MAIN SPONSOR**

**Scientific Secretariat**
info@ious.eu
www.ious.eu

**ORGANIZING SECRETARIAT**
MATERIA PRIMA
phone 03631848776 fax 03631920301
www.materia1a.it
secreteria@materia1a.it

**Course director**
Guido Torzilli
Unit Director
Hepatobiliary Surgery
Humanitas Research Hospital, Milan

**COURSE VENUE**
Humanitas Clinical Institute IRCCS
Via Manzoni, 56/113 - 20089 Rozzano (MI)
I.O.U.S. Course Registration - Hotel Reservation
Do you need the Hotel Reservation? □ yes □ no

I.O.U.S. Course - Hotel Proposals the fee of the Hotel is VAT excluded

- □ H2C hotel Milano Fiori 4* - € 170,00 one night staying in Double Single Use Room - Free private transfer from the hotel to the congress venue and back - Assago (MI) hotel located in a commercial area, close to the course venue, very close to the underground

- □ Ata Hotel Quark 4* - € 180,00 one night staying in Double Single Use Room - Free private transfer from the hotel to the congress venue and back - City Tax Included - Hotel in Milan, close to the course venue

Transfer Reservation Private Transfer from the airport and back with our driver

- □ Yes, I’d like to reserve the service - € 200,00
- □ No, I'm not interested

I.O.U.S. Course Registration FEE - Payment
Bank transfer to Materia Prima Srl c/o - Bank name: UBI BANCA - BANCA POPOLARE DI BERGAMO IBAN: IT 53 A 05428 11101 000000008533 Bic/SWIFT: BLOPIT22 Please make reference to IOUS COURSE The Registration fee is considered without VAT. THE ORGANIZING SECRETARIAT WILL SEND YOU AN EMAIL WITH ALL THE DETAILS OF YOUR RESERVATIONS AND THE TOTAL AMOUNT TO BE PAID - THE TOTAL AMOUNT TO BE PAID IS NET OF BANK CHARGES

- □ I read it and I accept the payment conditions

INVOICE HEADING Society/Participant/Institution - Address - Zip code - Town - Country - Codice fiscale/NIF/ Tax number/VAT number (compulsory for invoicing)

Pursuant Information On Law 196/2003 MATERIA PRIMA SRL Srl, as data controller and/or processor, informs you that any personal data you provide, or any data received by third parties, will be used in connection to your participation to the Congress and/or to provide you with information regarding any other compatible activities organized by MATERIA PRIMA SRL or by its associates. Data treatment shall mean any operation, or set of operations, carried out with or without the help of electronic or automated means, and must guarantee the confidentiality and security of your personal data. MATERIA PRIMA SRL Srl, as data controller and/or processor may avail itself or its associates to carry out any of the following procedures: press releases, communications to clients, data processing and computer-based consultation. The data can be communicated to scientific associations, relative public or private agencies related to CME, financial and banking intermediaries, as well as companies participating in the Congress with promotional functions compatible with the purposes for which the data has been collected. The provision of your personal data is voluntary, but refusal will prevent your participation to the Congress. Under section 7 of the Legislative Decree no. 196 of 30 June 2003 you have the right to object to the processing of your personal data for the purposes relevant to the collection, for purposes of sending advertising materials or direct selling or else for the performance of market or commercial communication surveys. Any requests can be addressed to: MATERIA PRIMA SRL Srl - Via Martiri di Cefalonia 6, 24121 Bergamo - I authorize the treatment and communication of my personal data as described above.

I.O.U.S. COURSE REGISTRATION

- □ February 25th-27th, 2015
- □ April 22nd-24th, 2015
- □ June 10th-12th, 2015
- □ September 23rd-25th, 2015
- □ November 18th-20th, 2015

I.O.U.S. Course Registration FEE Registration fee is per person and includes admittance to the course, quick lunches, certificate of attendance

- □ € 500,00 + VAT 22%

Signature